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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes:



Lesson 1: Introduction Lesson 1: Introduction to Generative Shape Design Talk to the students: Introduce the course. Explain the prerequisites for this course. The course will run 2 days. You should view the student manual as a supplement to, not a replacement for, the system documentation and on-line help. Once you have developed a good foundation in basic skills, you can refer to the on-line help for information on less frequently used command options. There are several other courses you can take to further develop and enhance your CATIA knowledge and skills. Please visit http://plm.3ds.com/education for a complete listing.



Show the students: Load the part Lesson1.CATPart for demo



Case Study: Introduction to Generative Shape Design Talk to the students: Discuss the case study concept. The case studies, as well as other exercises in the course do not necessary reflect real world examples. They are created to demonstrate the many tools CATIA has to offer.



Design Intent Talk to the students: Discuss the design intent concept. This lesson does not have a required design intent but there are still skills that should have been learned by the end of this lesson.



Stages in the Process Talk to the students: Discuss the concept of stages in the process. The linear steps described in the stages of the process are not hard fast design rules for the most part. In the particular examples used in the lessons, it is one possible way of creating the geometry.
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Step 1: Introduction to Generative Shape Design Talk to the students: Introduce the step



Introduction to Surface Design Talk to the students: Objective of the slide: tell what GSD can do A. GSD offers tools necessary to create shapes complex 3D shapes composed of Wireframe and surfaces geometries B. GSD + Part Design integrated: complete set of modeling capabilities to fully capture the design intent of what you want to do The feature-based approach in GSD workbench offers a productive and intuitive design environment to capture and re-use design methodologies and specifications.



The Generative Shape Design Workbench (GSD) Talk to the students: Objective of the slide: Gives some characteristics of the workbench As seen on the slide: GSD perfect to design the plastic parts BUT not only: can be involved in all industries and goods type Other characteristic: - GSD offers complete set of tools to create mechanical surfaces and so is adapted to advanced shape designers - But GSD remains easy to use : - because philosophy of the tools not very different from PDG tools For those who come from part design: GSD is easy to handle - specifications of what you do is transparently captured during your work: feel like you are designing explicit shapes BUT: beware: GSD creates ASSOCIATIVE surfaces and curves Data organization very important to avoid loops SO NOT TO FORGET: easy to create things in GSD but: Everything is captured can lead to heavy models can lead to unnecessary complicated data tricky situations in the parent-children relationship inside the part
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Generative Surface Design Access and Interface Talk to the students: Now that we have quickly seen what the workbench is made for We are going to see how to access it and we are going to briefly view its interface



Show the students: Open the part - About the tree: we see different containers Explain that we will see this a little later in the lesson but briefly say that here we have what we call “geometrical sets” - Talk about stacking commands (important in GSD) : demonstrate with simple entity creation - Explain the toolbars



Surface Design Workbench General Process (1/2) Talk to the students: Explain that all the simple and complex shapes can be easily modeled in Generative shape design workbench. The workbench facilitates the design of shapes through the process of forward engineering or reverse engineering. GSD Workbench in combination with workbenches (dedicated for Forward and reverse engineering processes) can produce feature based and intuitive designs. For example, the designer can quickly design a rough shape or concept in Imagine and Shape workbench and then shift to Generative shape design workbench to construct surfaces either by extracting or creating new associative surfaces. The Input can be in the form a conceptual renderings from a stylist or a photograph, which can be placed in Freestyle workbench (FSK) workbench. GSD and FSS workbench can be used to trace out all the curves in the photographs and surfaces can be generated. Or the Designer may get a reverse engineered data like scans, point cloud data by scanning a physical prototype, then the scanned data is analyzed in Quick surface reconstruction and Digitized shape editor and then GSD can be used to create associative surfaces. Different companies may be involved in the development of a product which may be using different CAD platforms other than V5, in such cases designer can import this multi CAD data in V5 to construct surfaces in GSD.



Surface Design Workbench General Process (2/2) Talk to the students: Classical process that will be used during this course
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Step 2: Managing Features in Specification Tree Talk to the students: Introduce the step



Managing Features and Geometrical Sets Talk to the students: Here we talk about the importance of managing the GSD containers: - Complex geometry Need to structure features in a logical way to be able to: Better understand the design process of the part: we have seen that the specifications were captured to be able to come back later on a parent feature: the better the model is organized, the easier it will be to find the right feature to manipulate and to understand the impacts of this manipulation Part readability by reducing tree size



Geometrical Sets Talk to the students: Here we see what is a geometrical set and how it behaves: First: beware when you use a geometrical set because the features are not displayed according to the update logical order. It just “contains” features. Some specificities of the GS: A. You can put any surface element you wish in the geometrical set and they need not be in a structured logical way. The order of these elements is not important as their access and their visualization is managed independently without any rule. SO: In a GS, a child feature can exist or can be reordered before the parent feature. B. gather various features in a same set or sub-sets and organize the specification tree. C. For example, one GS can be dedicated to contain only wireframes while the other can contain surfaces.



Show the students: Briefly Demonstrate that you can add many GS and that you can create GS in existing GS Demonstrate the manipulations that can be done on a GS (reorder, insert …) and say that more detail is available in the book
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Ordered Geometrical sets Talk to the students: Create geometry with history features you create have parents there’s an update order in the geometries that are created with GSD. In a OGS: the order of the features must respect this update order. For instance: I cannot place a point before a plane in the tree if the point is placed on the plane because the plane is the parent of the point. OGS are equivalent to part design bodies And so (like in bodies): features can be defined in work object OGS help understand the design process of a part Another characteristic of the OGS: Creation features create a new object in the tree and modification features create a new state in an existing object as well as absorb the preceding state(s). Absorbed features are no longer visible nor accessible, as if ''masked'' by their absorbing feature. State that in the example above, Sweep.1 is used to create Join.1 gets absorbed in it.



Show the students: Use part OGS with already created geometry and show the define in work object and also the impossibility to reorder as you want. Show the scan and what it does when you exit the scan (compare OGS and GS)



Geometrical Set Vs Ordered Geometrical Set Talk to the students: To recap what we have seen and what you have manipulated in the previous exercise OGS helps to maintain parent children relationships, but prevents re-using creation features You can reorder the features in the OGS only by respecting parent child relations GS helps to re-use creation features but scanning of the part is not possible.



Hybrid Design Talk to the students: Explain to students that they have the possibility to mix solid and ordered surfaces features if they choose to work in hybrid mode in GSD. HYBRID CONTAINER: - the bodies ARE by default the containers that will welcome the solids and the surfaces (as seen on the picture). - the container can be an OGS if you insert it at startup the OGS is then inserted in the body (not possible if non hybrid mode)
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercises Overview 1A and 1B Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 1A: reorganize a tree 1B: see the characteristics of Ordered Geometrical Sets, see the consequence of using hybrid mode Students have 15 minutes



Case Study: Introduction to Generative Shape Design Talk to the students: Present the recap exercise. The same manipulations as before are done except that now, you have less instructions and the organization that you give to the part will depend on your study of the data. They have 30 minutes to do this.



Exercise 1A: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 1B: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Case Study: Introduction to GSD Recap Talk to the students: Recap what has been seen in the lesson: Now they should be familiar with the GSD interface and containers. By now, you have the tools to organize the GSD data correctly and you have the keys to be able to choose between the different working modes that are proposed (GS, OGS, Hybrid or not) Next lesson: now we can go on and begin to learn how to create geometry
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes:



Lesson 2: Wireframe Creation Lesson 2: Wireframe Creation Talk to the students: Objectives of the lesson: - inform on the tools available in the GSD workbench to create wireframe geometry - explain what is reference geometry and how to use it - explain the concepts of curves continuity and describe the tools available to manage this continuity Load the part Lesson2.CATPart for the demo



Case Study: Wireframe Creation Talk to the students: The objectives of this case study you will practice at the end of the lesson will enable you to manipulate the tools seen in the lesson. The shapes are simple but it will enable you to practice on many tools



Design Intent Talk to the students: Discuss the Design Intent of the case study. Tell the students to perform the case study, you will learn some concepts and tools and use them to perform the case study and other exercises



Stages in the Process Talk to the students: To be able to perform the case study successfully we will learn some tools of Generative shape design workbench
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Step 1: Reference Geometry Creation Talk to the students: Objectives of the step: - Explain what is a reference geometry - Show the tools that are mainly used to create reference geometry in GSD



What is a Reference Geometry? Talk to the students: Before you start modeling you should create these fundamental elements. - Gives an outline of the model. All the surface elements designed during the modeling process will be based on these reference elements. STABLE SUPPORT: geometry can be dimensioned with respect to the reference elements that are SIMPLE and STABLE and easily REPLACED better stability and adaptability in the model during the design iterations. OUTLINES: In the picture shown the reference elements are used to limit the size of the model and also support the wireframe geometry of the model. NAMING: For Example, a Plane used to limit the sides of the model can be named as ‘Side limiting plane’ and a line used to define the direction of the surface extrude can be named as a ‘direction line’.



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE using GS “REFERENCES” and “OUTPUT_GEO” Show how sweep is limited by limiting planes, how the sweep orientation is driven by a reference plane. Show also that the use of the reference elements is even more efficient when you drive them using parameters Play with the parameters Note the naming of the reference elements (and parameters) POINT (DB), EXTREMUMS (diff between polar and basic), LINE (DB), AXIS (Show), PLANES (DB)
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: What is a Local Axis? Talk to the students: CATIA uses fixed co-ordinate system called as absolute axis system. Any point in the model always has co-ordinates specific to this axis system. You can also define arbitrary co-ordinate system located any where in 3 dimensional space and oriented in any direction. This user defined axis system is referred as Local axis system. There can be multiple axis system in a single part.



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE in a Lesson2_AXIS.CATPart : Axis system on “BACK SEAT REFERENCE” in order to create point ??? (5, 73) from “BACK SEAT REFERENCE” Use this point to position the sketches of passenger manikin DEFAULT AXIS SYSTEM CREATION: To activate this option, click Tools > Options > Infrastructure > Part Infrastructure. From the Part Document tab, select the Create an Axis System when creating a new part option.



Step 2: 3D Curve Creation Talk to the students: In this step we’ll see tools to create 3D curves: From simple inputs To connect existing curves Based on a supporting surface



Concept of Curve Continuity Talk to the students: POINT: If the distance between two vertices of the connecting curve is with in (Less than) specified CATIA V5 tolerance, then curves are said to be Point Continues. TANGENT: If the angle between the normal to the curve at the connecting point of two curve is equal to zero or 180 deg then the curves are said to be tangent continues CURVATURE: It is the ratio of the change in the angle of a tangent that moves over a given arc to the length of the arc. In these curves, when tangency conditions are chosen, you can also manage the tension of the curve
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: The Tension Concept Talk to the students: A- The tension value at curve 1 is kept constant at default value (T=1) and the tension values at curve 2 is varied. B- The tension value at curve 2 is kept constant at default value (T=1) and the tension value at curve 1 is varied.



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE the influence of the tension on the curves shape



Curves Created from Scratch Talk to the students: Some curves can be created from very simple inputs such as point or planes. To create spline or a polyline, you only need points. And to create a circle, you only need a point and a plane. As we’ll see later, these tools can be used in a more complex situation (for instance: we’ll see that a spline can be set tangent to existing curves). But these curves are the ones you can create if have nearly no inputs



Curves for Connecting Existing Curves Talk to the students: We have seen how to create a smooth curve from simple points using tension to drive the shape. Now we’ll see the tools available to connect existing curves. These curves can be created using Generative Shape Design tools like Connect Curve and Corner respectively.



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE the connect curve, the 3D corner and the spline In the GS “CONSTRUCTION”, you have the construction process for the 3D corner (to show to the students if you wish)
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Curves Based on Supporting Surfaces Talk to the students: In certain design situations you may need curves, that uses a surface as a support. These curves are either derived from the surfaces or use the surface as a supporting elements to create other elements of the model. A. The curves which are derived from a surface, B. The curves which always uses face or surface as support for their existence, C. The curves which uses the surface optionally. Isoperimetric Curve: This is a curve derived from a surface with respect to the U V direction on the surface. Note: we find here again some of the curves we already had before (such as spline) Typically the type of curve that can be created with a support or not



Show the students: - Projection on the surface (tangency discontinuity Introduce to tolerant modeling) - Create the boundary - Create a corner between the projection and an offset of the boundary - While creating the offset: show the difference between Euclidian and geodesic



Exercises Overview 2A, 2B and 2C Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 2A: detailed 2B, 2C: poorly detailed 2A and 2B: Simple 3D curves 2C: curves on support



Exercise 2A: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercise 2B: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 2C: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Step 3: Curve Continuity Management Talk to the students: We have seen the main tools to create wireframe Now we’ll see the tools available to manage curves continuity within the GSD workbench. Objectives of the step: - Show the tools that are used to detect defaults on curves - Show the tools available to correct these defects
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Importance of a Continuous Curve Talk to the students: Explain the impact of bad continuity surface in down stream application in a manufacturing industry as follows, Impact on Visual Characteristics of the final part Aesthetics Reflection, smoothness Style features as intended by Designer/Stylist Impact on Mathematical calculations 0 order continuity 2 order continuity 3 order continuity Impact on Manufacturing processes Product should retain their shape - proper stretching requirement should be taken care, Styled features should retain intended shapes, Feature lines like shoulder line or waist line on body side panel, feature lines on hood panel should retain their place (skidding), Bulge effect on flange lines should be avoided, Manufacturability of shapes (Forming of sheet metal, Molded components) etc.



Geometrical Continuity versus Topological Continuity Talk to the students: Topology = representation of the geometry as seen by the CAD system The accuracy of this representation depends on the merging distance of the modeler. You can use a parallel with the telescopes: what you see of the universe is different from what is real: it depends on the telescope accuracy Merging distance = minimum distance between 2 distinct geometrical points below which the modeler sees only one point: Talk about the angular threshold as an equivalent to the merging distance with tangency
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: When to Check the Continuity of Curves? Talk to the students: Hence, you should always check the curve for the above mentioned defects and repair the curve before proceeding with surface creation. Many times when a curve is imported into CATIA V5, you may find problems such as curve is self intersecting or disjoint, it has discontinuities in its tangency or curvature thus leading to geometric flaws in the model. Many times the defect on the curve cannot be seen with the naked eyes. In Generative Shape Design you have the tools to check the continuity of curves and measure the severity of the defects. Explain the students that the minimum default tolerance value of curves and surface in CATIA V5 is 0.001MM. Thus geometries produced in V5 are of good continuity. When a geometry is imported into CATIA V5 from other source like V4, there is a difference in the tolerance system and the geometry lying beyond this threshold value is identified to be a bad continuity. Thus to achieve the accurate results you have to ensure the continuity of the curves. before proceeding to surface creation.



Tools to Detect Geometric Connection in Curves Talk to the students: If you have a imported curve from another application and you want to know if its good before creating surfaces on it, you can use the Connect Checker and Porcupine analysis tools to detect the discontinuities. We’ll focus here on the Connect Checker and we will see the porcupine later with the surfaces This tool will quickly and easily identify any continuity problems within a single curve or within a network of curves (or within a curve). Simply select the type of continuity to check for, set a tolerance range, and then select the curve or curves to analyze. CATIA will then determine the trouble spots, if any. The maximum distance gap between two or more curve is measured by the distance option. The Tangency discontinuities is measured in degrees. It is the angle measured between the normal to the curves at the given point. The curvature discontinuity is measured in percentage units. The curvature difference is calculated with the following formula: (|C2 - C1|) / ((|C1 + C2|) / 2) The result of this formula is between 0
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: The Curve Smooth Tool Talk to the students: When you select a curve to be smoothened, the command indicates the discontinuities on the curve The smooth tool can also be used to detect the discontinuities of a curve Important: the curve is deformed and you control the maximum deviation Talk about topology simplification



Removing Unhealed Defects of the Curve Talk to the students: Explain the student the problems such as crossing curves, self intersecting curves are found when working on the imported data. Other then the discontinuity problem of the curve you can have the erroneous areas on the curve which cannot be smoothened by the smooth curve tool. During such situations you have to remove the problem area and reconnect the curve to achieve the smooth. Explain briefly on the split and trim tool. We will be studying these tool in the later lessons of the course.



Show the students: Demonstrate using the provided data



Exercises Overview 2D and 2E Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 2D: detailed 2E: poorly detailed 2D: Correct imported network of curves and use “remove/connect” method 2E: Analyze and repair curves: car and airfoil profile



Case Study: Wireframe Creation Talk to the students: Present the recap exercise. The same manipulations as before are done except that now, you have less instructions and the organization that you give to the part will depend on your study of the data. They have 30 minutes to do this.
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercise 2D: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 2E: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Case Study: Wireframe Creation Recap Talk to the students: Recap what has been seen in the lesson: Now they should be familiar with the GSD wireframe creation. By now, you should be able to create good quality curves within GSD and you should know how to check and correct imported curves
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes:



Lesson 3: Surface Creation Lesson 3: Surface Creation Talk to the students: Objectives of the lesson: - inform on the tools available in the GSD workbench to create surfaces geometry



Case Study: Surface Creation Talk to the students: Objectives of the lesson: - inform on the tools available in the GSD workbench to create surfaces geometry



Design Intent (1/2) Talk to the students: Discuss the Design Intent of the case study. Tell the students to perform the case study, you will learn some concepts and tools and use them to perform the case study and other exercises



Design Intent (2/2) Talk to the students: Discuss the Design Intent of the case study. Tell the students to perform the case study, you will learn some concepts and tools and use them to perform the case study and other exercises



Stages in the Process Talk to the students: To be able to perform the case study successfully we will learn some tools of Generative shape design workbench
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Step 1: Choice of Surfaces Talk to the students: Objectives of the step: - Explain the criteria that can be used to help choose the surface you will create



Choice of Surface (1/2) Talk to the students: First: the surfaces simply based on a profile and an revolution axis or a direction Second: you need a surface to pass by a few pre-existing sections Multi-section Third: you need to sweep a profile (predefined or not) along a guide curve Sweep or adaptive sweep (if you want to manage the shape of the profile along the guide) Fifth: you need to fill a gap Fill Sixth: you need to simulate a thickness on an existing surface Offset So depending on what you need, you will choose the surface that goes with it



Now we’ll see for each of these surfaces the inputs that are needed
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Choice of Surface (2/2) Talk to the students: Here we talk only about the wireframe input (that’s why offset is not seen here). With the previous slide, you could see which surface to create in regards to the characteristics you wanted to give to your surface Here you can see the wireframe input necessary to achieve the surfaces NOTE: as you can see, most of the surfaces are based on more than one input. So, the input you have cannot be a unique criteria to know which surface to create. For instance: you have a profile: should you create an extrusion or a sweep ? It depends if you want the profile to follow a special path that is not linear... For instance: you have a 3D guide curve. Should you consider it as a guide for a sweep or as a guide for a multi-section surface ? it depends if you want the surface to have sections that are totally different along this guide. If so, then you’ll have to create the sections and use a multi-section surface. If the surface you want to create is mono-profile, then you will certainly choose a sweep and you will have to create the profile you need. After this global view of what the surfaces can do, let’s see in details the specificities of each type of surfaces



Step 2: Extruding or Revolving A Profile Talk to the students: Objective of the step: show the extrusion and revolution
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Profiles That can be Used Talk to the students: The Extrude and Revolve are the basic surface creation tool of Generative Shape Design. Discuss the options in the table. Profiles that can be used. NOTE: self intersecting profile or profile intersecting the axe cannot be used



Show the students: Explain and DEMONSTRATE that when you use a sketch to create these items, the normal plane is automatically detected (and the same, you can include an axis in the sketch) DEMONSTRATE that there’s a risk creating on solids edges (show what happens when an edge disappears or something like this)



Talk to the students: Extrude is very similar to creation of PAD in part design Explain that: The characteristics of a Extrude and the Cylinder command are similar when a profile is circular. The characteristic of a Revolve and Sphere command are similar when a profile is circular.



Step 3: Sweeping a Profile Talk to the students: Objective of the step: show the sweep (not adaptive)
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Computation of Sweep Talk to the students: Explain the student the computation of the sweep internally. The 3 steps explains the internal computation of the surface. When a profile is swept along the guide curve to generate the surface, sweep internally computes planes normal the spine along the guide curve. The profile to sweep is repeated in all the planes along the guide curve. Thus a surface is generated passing through these profiles which is normal to the plane at any point. So: - The shape of the sweep depends on the planes in which the sections are calculated - The planes depends on the spine The shape of the sweep highly depends on the spine Not only of course: guide and profile also. But spine is really the key concept to understand when we talk about sweep in CATIA V5 because the spine has an impact on: - The sweep shape - The sweep quality (next slide)



Why is the Choice of the Spine Important ? Talk to the students: The spine plays an important role in deciding the quality of the swept surface. The spine has to be tangent continuous.



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE using GS “SPINE “ - Create a sweep with the provided curves - Show the discontinuity by changing the tangency value from 0deg to 0.5 deg in the DISCONTINUOUS SPINE sketch and show the impact on the sweep with the connect checker tool - Show the impact of the spine on the shape of the sweep using the different shape spines provided



Talk to the students: The end and start planes are also deduced from the spine (remember that the planes are calculated in regards to the spine) By default the spine used is the guide curve of the sweep Explain that a sweep can be created using 2 guide curves (see this later) How to choose the good start and end planes ?



Show the students: Demonstrate this last point



Talk to the students: A spine can be generated in the GSD workbench using the spine calculation tool. Let’s see how to calculate the spine.
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Spine Calculation Talk to the students: To prevent the problem we’ve seen just before (in the DEMONSTARTION), you can use the spine tool to generate a spine that will be consistent with the 2 guides



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE using the guides available and show that using this new spine, the Sweep respect the start and end planes of each guide curve. DEMONSTRATE also the calculation of spine with respect to the planes: useful when you want to make sure that profile shape is respected in these planes.



Explicit Sweep Talk to the students: In Generative Shape design using the sweep tool you can sweep a user designed profile in three ways, - Using Reference surface: The guide curve must rely on the surface. Then an axis system positioned on the guide is calculated using the surface section and the normal to surface. The axis system in which are calculated the sections of the sweep along the guide is rotated in regards to the angle you give (DEMONSTRATE: do a rotation of -50deg on the axis system, apply a transformation axis-to-axis to the profile and show that giving an angle of 50deg to the sweep, the sweep passes by the rotated profile) - With two Guide Curves : The profile sweeps along the two guide curves and a surface is generated. You can also specify anchor points for each guide. These anchor points are intersection points between the guides and the profile's plane or the profile itself, through which the guiding curves will pass. NOTE: the anchor points do not need to be on the profile (DEMONSTRATE) Which can be a good solution to position the profile - With Pulling Direction : This is similar to the sweep using reference surfaces. Here the direction of pulling decides the direction in which the surface would be removed from the mold.
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Profile Positioning Talk to the students: You can position the profile with the guide curve. Using the Position profile mode, the reference is no more the profile but the Guide Curve. Using no positioning : When the profile position is fixed with respect to the guide curve, the sweep lies on the profile and on the guide curve (if it intersects the profile) or on the parallel to the guide curve crossing the profile (minimum distance). Using positioning: The profile is oriented in the guide curve axis system. The origin of the profile is positioned on the guided curve. Beware: if the profile is a sketch: the origin of the sketch is taken in account



Show the students: Go through the dialog box Explain the students that CATIA will position the profile with respect to the guide curve when you select the ‘position profile’ option. You can manipulate the position of the profile by different parameter options available in the panel. Explain each step on the slide by demonstrating to the students.



Linear, Circle and Conical Sweep (1/2) Talk to the students: Explain that, The shape of the profile is implicitly defined. The user do not have control over the profile to be swept, instead the user has the freedom to manipulate the dimensions and positions of the predefined profile along the sweep. In other word the user has the flexibility of modifying the parameters of the profile through sweep panel. The Line sweep creates a linear surface using the specified guides and references. However the parameters of the sweep can be controlled through the sweep panel. Explain each sub-options specified in the table in detail without using CATIA interface. this will help in understanding concept behind the surface computation. Explain the line sweep using a piece of plane paper, if required. The surface demonstrates the linear surface between two curves.



Linear, Circle and Conical Sweep (2/2) Talk to the students: Explain each sub-options specified in the table in detail without using CATIA interface. This will help in understanding concept behind the surface computation.
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: What are Laws Talk to the students: Laws are used to define precisely the evolution of a value. This value can be used afterward as a length, an angle, a radius ... Laws can be: Linear S type Or user defined: using a reference line and a curve, the distance between these 2 geometry will give the evolution of the law



Errors You Can Find While Computing the Sweep Talk to the students: 1st error: The plane on the spine that does not intersect the guide is shown to help you solve the problem. the spine must be long enough for the planes that are calculated on it to intersect the guide curve. Sometimes the spine seems long enough, but it has such curvature at one place that the normal planes at this place do not intersect the guide 2nd error: The surface is pre-computed to show the place where the curvature variation of the guide curve is too important to show you the cusp and help you to solve the problem



Show the students: Ask the students what could be done to avoid these mistakes in these concrete cases Most of the problems are due to a too brutal variation in the input wireframe curvature or to a tangency discontinuity in the wire



Exercises Overview 3A,3B and 3C Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 3A-3B: detailed 3C: poorly detailed 3A: make you manipulate explicit sweep creation and test the influence of the spine 3B: makes you manipulate circle and conical sweep. You will also have the opportunity to quickly manipulate the fill tool 3C: create a sweep using a law. You will also manipulate a rotation operation on the surface (to complete the turbine)
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercise 3A: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 3B: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 3C: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Step 4: Create a Multi-Section Surface Talk to the students: Objective of the step: learn the multi-section surfaces Understand the importance of coupling and closing points on the quality of multi-section surfaces (previously called loft)
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: What is a Multi-Section Surface Talk to the students: A standard swept feature has a single trajectory and a constant [unchanging] cross section. The Multi section surface has an initial cross section which is referenced to multiple trajectories which influence the section as it travels along those trajectories. Here we cans see that: - A smooth surface has been created between the sections - The guide curves have been respected - The tangency with the 2 adjacent surfaces is also respected As you can observe, the number of vertices on the 3 sections is not the same: so CATIA needs to know how to join these sections, how to get from one section to the following if each vertex of the first section do not find a correspondent vertex on the following section ? This introduces the concept of coupling that is very important when we talk about multi-section surfaces But first, let’s talk about the sections and the guide curves to know which requirements they need to meet



What are Sections and Guide Curves Talk to the students: Sections can be 2D or 3D curves that are continuous (in point). You cannot use sections that are not connex curves The guide curves define how the multi-section must go from one section to the other. As you can see on the right, the shape of the guide curves are inducing a bump in the surface where the surface should have been linear The guides must also be continuous and they must intersect the sections (else the condition “passing by the section “and “respecting the guide curves” are getting contradictory. If you use adjacent tangent surfaces, the guides must also be tangent to the surface. The guide can be bound to the extremities of the sections and in this case, it becomes a boundary of the surfaces. The guide can also join vertices that are internal to the sections. In this case, the guide is not a boundary but defines an edge on the surface, this edge running through the vertex of each section that belongs to the guide: these vertices are what we call coupling points because they define a correspondence between the vertices of the sections ...



Show the students: Demonstrate the creation of a multi section surface using the demonstration data
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: What are Coupling Points Talk to the students: We have seen just before that concrete coupling curves could be used to define the shape of the surface between the sections, but could also define Coupling points on the sections (previous slide) But this correspondence between the sections vertices can also be specified without using guide curves, but simply specifying coupling points on the sections. Then : virtual guide curves joining these vertices will be computed and you will get the same result as if you created a spline passing through these vertices and used this spline as a guide curve. As on the illustration, specifying coupling points is merely useful when the sections do not have the same number of vertices. A- There are equal number of coupling points in all the three sections. The corresponding points of different sections couples with each other to form a segment. A1, A2 and A3 are the corresponding points of different sections coupled together. B- Each section has a different number of coupling points. You can couple the points manually according the required segmentation. Here C1 is coupled with the C2 and B3 points of second and third section respectively.



Show the students: Show the importance of sections orientation: with automatic coupling modes, the vertices are taken from the origin of the sections that depend on their orientation (show a twist)



What are Closing Points Talk to the students: We have seen that the coupling points were taken in account from the beginning of the sections. When the sections are closed curves, there is no start point on them: a closing point is defined to give the automatic coupling modes a point to start from. There always one closing point by default on the closed sections. This closing point is clearly identified on the sections (as on the illustration) The closing points of the sections are coupled together. If the closing points are not in front of one another, you get a twist (see picture) So you need to change the closing points of the closed sections to avoid this twist (see picture)



Show the students: Demonstrate the importance of closing point and how to change it
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercises Overview 3D Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise Create the upper shape of a shoe using a multi-section surface Manipulate the different coupling options, replace closing points and create manual coupling



Exercise 3D: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Step 5: Create an Adaptive Sweep Surface Talk to the students: Objectives of the step: show how to create an adaptive sweep, explain how it is different from a sweep, and tell the mistakes to avoid while creating the parameterized sketch
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: How CATIA calculates an Adaptive Sweep? Talk to the students: A-A constrained sketch profile is swept along the guide curve. B-The surface is computed along the guide curve respecting the sketch constraints and dimensions. The sketch is constrained with respect to external reference in order to maintain the associativity with these external references along the guide curve. C-You can vary the cross-section of the sweep along the guide curve by defining the user-sections. The User-section inherits the constraints of the parent sketch and allows you to modify them independently. D-You can specify different dimensions for the sketch at every user section. The surface is computed, adapting to the changing dimensions at each consecutive user-section. Even if the parameters used in a section are changing, the constraint with the external reference element is respected There can not be contradiction between the parameters value and the constraints with external references. Why ? Because both dimensions constrained and constraints on external geometry are specified in the sketch. So if there was contradictions, the sketch would be over constrained and you cannot create an adaptive sweep with a sketch that is over constrained



Show the students: Demonstrate the creation of an adaptive sweep using the parametric sketch already created



How an Adaptive Sweep is Different from a Simple Sweep? Talk to the students: A- the constrained defined in the profile are also applied on the surface (tangency with adjacent surface for instance or verticality of one of the section of the beam) B- the sections defined can be very different depending on the parameters applied Greater control on the shape of the sweep C- when you create the sketch on the fly, we have seen that we are placed in the sketcher and that the sketch plane is automatically normal to the guide so the profile will be normal to the guide/spine
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Constrained Sketch Talk to the students: B.C. you can use a sketch with no constraints to create an adaptive sweep. But it is useless. The interest is to be able to vary parameters all the sweep long so parameters have to be defined in the sketch (the same for constraints) C. always beware to constraint the sketch with intersections of sketch plane and ref elements (if necessary: hide the standard sketch elements such as axis, origin ...)



Show the students: Demonstrate this last point



Talk to the students: You can define any number of user section along the guide curve to precise the flow of surface between varying dimensions. In case, you would want to exit the Adaptive sweep command, yet retain the sketch, you can press on To keep the command but keep the sketch button. This is because the constraints of the parent sketch are propagated to all the intermediate sections which can be modified independently.



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE some mistakes while computing the adaptive sweep and ask the students what is the cause ? - Inconsistency between spine and guide - last point too fare compared to spine



Errors that can be Found While Computing the Sweep Talk to the students: First error: use of bad constraint in the sketch Second error: bad point chosen plane normal to the spine does not intersect the guide Third error: extend the spine or use “create section here” tool Forth error: reference element is inconsistent during the sweep



Exercises Overview 3E Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 3E: create a sweep adaptive using the sketch specifications given in the student book
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Case Study: Surface Creation Talk to the students: Present the recap exercise. The same manipulations as before are done except that now, you have less instructions and the organization that you give to the part will depend on your study of the data. They have 30 minutes to do this.



Exercise 3E: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Case Study: Surface Creation Recap Talk to the students: Recap what has been seen in the lesson: Next lesson: now we can go on and begin to learn how to create topologies
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes:



Lesson 4: Surface Re-limitation and Connection Lesson 4: Surface Re-limitation and Connection Talk to the students: Objectives of the lesson: - Show tools available to delimit the surfaces (delimit means: extend the surfaces to a limit or reduce the size of the surfaces) - Show tools available to connect smoothly 2 surfaces (fillet and blend surfaces) - Show how 2 distinct surfaces can be assembled, creating a single topology



Case Study: Surface Relimitation and Connection Talk to the students: The objectives of this case study you will practice at the end of the lesson will enable you to manipulate the tools seen in the lesson.



Design Intent Talk to the students: Discuss the Design Intent of the case study. Tell the students to perform the case study, you will learn some concepts and tools and use them to perform the case study and other exercises



Stages in the Process Talk to the students: To be able to perform the case study successfully we will learn some tools of Generative shape design workbench



Step 1: Re-limit the Surfaces Talk to the students: Objectives of the step: - Explain the tools that can reduce the size of a surface - Explain how a surface can be extended to fit to another surface
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Why to Re-limit Surfaces Talk to the students: In the previous lesson, we’ve seen how to create surfaces independently from one another. To form the final shape of the objects, the basic surfaces have to be delimited: - For instance on the illustration: the upper shape of the mouse has been made with a sweep - But of course, the upper shape of the mouse cannot be larger than the perimeter defined by the side shape of the mouse - So the upper shape of the mouse must be delimited by this “side perimeter” defined concretely by the side surface of the mouse - The same way: the side of the mouse should not be higher than the upper shape of the mouse: so the side shape must be delimited by the top shape



Common Tools to Re-limit Surfaces and Curves Talk to the students: Introduce these tools to the students In Split illustration: The disc is to be split using the cylinder. Observe that in split operation only “The element to be split” gets affected while the splitting or cutting element remains as it is. In trim illustration: Both the Disc and Cylinder are getting trimmed with respect to each other. Extrapolate: extending operation



Split Talk to the students: Here we talk about surfaces. But remember that wireframe can also be split (remember we used it when we saw how to remove a bad area from a curve). Of course in this case: wireframe have to intersect.
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Trim Talk to the students: In the split operation, only the split element is processed: the splitting element was just here to specify the part of the split element to keep. With the trim operation: the two elements are re-limited And the result in the tree is one single surface aggregating the 2 limited surfaces The same for surfaces: they have to intersect with their splitting element



Difference Between a Split and a Trim Talk to the students: Splitting geometry is breaking it at the intersection with the cutting element and then removing the unwanted portion. During splitting operation cutting element does not get affected. Trimming geometry is cutting all the geometries with respect to each other to get the desired shape. During trimming operation.



Show the students: -SPLIT_TRIM_BASICS: show basic split and trim on the same surfaces -SPLIT_TRIM_BASICS: show the split by wire and what if wire does not lie on the surface to split -SPLIT_TRIM_IN_OGS: show the different behavior compared to before -SPLIT_EXTAPOLATE_INPUT: show wire extrapolation. Show keep both side and what it does in the tree -SPLIT_KEEP_ELEMENT: show keep element -SPLIT_SUPPORT: show split on support and explain the principle See that the mechanisms seen in the split are still used here



Why We Need to Extrapolate Elements Talk to the students: It is often used to extend an element past another so that later these elements can be trimmed, split, or intersected together.



Show the students: - EXTRAPOLATE: using the indicated edges: - length vs up to surface - tangency vs curvature continuity - propagation - internal edges
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercises Overview 4A and 4B Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 4A: manipulate extrapolations 4B-4C: manipulate the split and trim tools 15 minutes should be enough



Exercise 4A: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 4B: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Step 2: Connect the Surfaces Smoothly Talk to the students: Objectives of the step: - See two methods to connect surfaces: fillet (radius) and blends (tension) - Give you the keys to choose between these 2 methods
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Why we need to Connect Surfaces Smoothly? Talk to the students: Aesthetics reasons: on an external shape like the overtaking mirror here, it is important that the variation of the light reflection is smooth because this gives the quality aspect of this part and has an impact on the overall car quality perception Mechanical reasons: to be manufactured, the tool need to be able to pass everywhere on the part. A tool can be considered as a sphere, and a sphere cannot pass by a sharp edge. So for a part to be manufactured, it needs to avoid the sharp edges



How to Connect Two Surfaces Smoothly? Talk to the students: Two ways of connecting surfaces: you can connect surfaces using fillets and in this case, the shape of the connecting surface is driven by a radius. Concretely, a fillet is calculated as if a ball was rolling between two intersecting surfaces (Draw on the board if necessary). Why ? AS we have seen before, a tool can be considered as a sphere. SO, connecting surfaces by rolling a ball on the edges ensures that the part will be “machinable”. NOTE: even if we’re talking here of connection between surfaces, fillets can also be used to remove sharp edges on already connected surfaces When you connect 2 surfaces using the blend tool, the connection shape is driven by tensions. The shape is no circular, its evolution is more free.
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Various Types of Fillets Talk to the students: A quick overview of all the fillets available



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE the different options of the shape fillet using GS “FILLETS”. Then do a trim with the 2 surfaces to get one surface and show the other fillets. Use the scenario described in the demonstration data to show keep edge, blend corner and trim ribbon. Explain the fillets extremity management. Demonstrate also: - SHAPE FILLET: arrows + extremity - EDGE FILLET : edge fillet + keep edges + blend vertex + trim ribbon - BLENDS : show coupling curves (like in loft)



Which One Should I Choose? Show the students: - BLEND vs FILLET: Apply reflecting materials on both fillet and blend and see the difference in the evolution of the reflect lines: - Blend: the reflect lines are continuous in tangency - Fillet: the reflect lines are not continuous in tangency What does it mean: with blend, you get a G2 connection between the surfaces and a more aesthetic result. Fillets provide only tangency continuities, which is enough for mechanical purposes Note: you can also get a good aesthetic result by using the conical sweep surfaces



Step 3: Assemble the Surfaces Talk to the students: Objectives of the step: - Explain the tools available to assemble surfaces (or curves)
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Why to Join Elements? Talk to the students: Advantage: Some CATIA tools require only one element as input, in such cases Join can be selected. In the picture: the bottle was in 3 parts. Then afterward, you certainly going to need to have only one geometry for this bottle (to give it thickness for instance) you can do a join for it and then you’ll get only one feature in the tree. Key point: when you join surfaces in CATIA: you create one topology made of the cells that compose the parent surfaces. In the join tool, you have options to force this topology to be connex (i.e. without holes) or to be tangent continuous. The connexity limit is given by a threshold (as we have seen with the smooth tool before) --> this makes the join a tolerant modeling tool (allow the creation of non-continuous features that can be accepted sometimes And so (and we’ll come back to this point in the next chapter) : join can be a tool to check the connection between the surfaces



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE the join with the GS “JOIN”: Do the join, show the remove of faces (explain that it can be useful when there are erroneous cells on the joined surfaces for instance). Show the tangency check and explain that it is only a check (it corrects nothing) Show the join of wire and show the non manifold configuration Explain and demonstrate the advantage of federating



Assemble Result - Geometry Creation Tools Talk to the students: Topologies can also be created without using the join tool: some tools offer the possibility to assemble the involved features on the fly. The resulting features in the tree gathers the processed input and the newly created features



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE in CATIA by showing the dialog boxes and by processing a few features
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercises Overview 4C and 4D Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 4C: manipulate SPLIT AND TRIM TOOLS AND APPLY FILLETS ON MECHANICAL PART. Here you will be able to manipulate some specific options of fillets such as blend corners or limiting elements 4D: manipulate FILLETS AND BLENDS ON THE SAME PART AND USE THE ANALYSIS TOOLS TO SEE HOW THEY ARE DIFFERENT 20 minutes should be enough



Case Study: Surface Relimitation and Connection Talk to the students: Present the recap exercise. The same manipulations as before are done except that now, you have less instructions They have 30 minutes to do this.



Exercise 4C: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 4D: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Case Study: Surface Relimitation and Connection Recap Talk to the students: Recap what has been seen in the lesson
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes:



Lesson 5: Surface Check Tools Lesson 5: Surface Check Tools Talk to the students: Objectives of the lesson: - Explain the continuity problems that can be encountered on surfaces - Explain the tools available to detect them - Show how to correct these defects



Case Study: Surface Check Tools Talk to the students: The objectives of this case study you will practice at the end of the lesson will enable you to manipulate the tools seen in the lesson.



Design Intent Talk to the students: Discuss the Design Intent of the case study. Tell the students to perform the case study, you will learn some concepts and tools and use them to perform the case study and other exercises



Stages in the Process Talk to the students: To be able to perform the case study successfully we will learn some tools of Generative shape design workbench



Step 1: Surface Continuity Check Talk to the students: Objectives of the step: - demonstrate the importance of checking surfaces continuity - Show the tools that can do these checks
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Why Do We Check Surface Continuity? Talk to the students: Surfaces generated in CATIA V5 are likely to be good continuity surfaces (V5 surfaces are based on curves that are supposed to be clean and continuous) So it is mainly important to check the surfaces that are imported from another CAD (V4 for instance): - Difference in the tolerances: as we have seen for the curves, the CAD continuity criteria depends on the tolerance of the CAD (remember the curve topology slide: CAD continuity is different from mathematical continuity A geometry is continuous if the gap size is inferior to the tolerance). So if the tolerances between the CADs are different, something that is continuous in other CADS may not be continuous in V5 if V5 is less tolerant In an integrated CADD and Manufacturing system, the surfaces used to build the design models are processed at different stages of product development. The surfaces are used in prototyping, NC path generation, manufacturing, Quality assurance and finally Production. The continuity of the surface has an impact over all these stages. Lets take an example of a bad surface (having discontinuities) of automotive panel or a molded part surface being processed in manufacturing stream line. Thus, it is very important to check the continuity of the surface in any design. User has to understand the down stream applications of the surface and use proper tools to analyze the surface continuity.



Flaws that can be Detected and Corrected Talk to the students: In the following slides, we’ll see the types of defects that can be detected by CATIA V5. - Continuity faults: 4 types can be detected on surfaces: points, tangency, curvature but also overlapping These defects can be detected using the dedicated tool: connect checker Explain also that the analysis can be done internally to a surface or between surfaces - Boundaries checks: surfaces quick curvature variations can be detected by checking the curvature evolution on the boundaries of the surfaces. The tool to do this is porcupine curvature analysis As we said before: the curvature evolution has a big impact on the aspect of the parts: so porcupine analysis is used to detect visual defaults that most of the time do not induce that the surface is bad: it is simply not nice enough for external shapes - Surfaces inflexions: the same way as porcupine: this analysis is done to detect inflection problems on surfaces
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Tools to Detect the Geometric Connection in Surfaces Show the students: DEMONSTRATE : show the different modes of check on the surface. Explain the maximum gap concept (using the hole left on the surface) and show how to interpret the result of the quick mode.



Talk to the students: explain how to interpret the resulting analysis curvature discontinuities detection = porcupine analysis not continuous. Explain that what’s important also is the evolution of the curvature that should not be too brutal. Sometimes it’s better to have a little curvature discontinuity better than a continuity but with big curvature variations (use surface “Auto” to demonstrate this surface taken from the external skin of a car).



Correcting Defects in Surfaces with Healing Talk to the students: Among the defaults we have seen just before, the discontinuities are the only ones that can be corrected using a GSD tool: healing tool. So here we’ll come back to the connection analysis we have seen before and we’ll see how to deduce from this analysis the use of the healing tool Healing is a process by which one surface is deformed at a boundary to form a smooth transition into another surface. It will mathematically deform the shape of surfaces at boundary areas so they smoothly blend into one other.



Show the students: Use the demonstration data to show the healing tool



Exercises Overview 5A Start Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercise 5A-Start: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Step 2: Surface Moldability Check Talk to the students: Objectives of the step: - Talk about the molded surfaces - What are the criteria they have to respect - How GSD offers the tools to check that these criteria are respected - If not, how can these surfaces be solved NOTE: GSD is not a workbench dedicated to the creation of molds. So what we’re going to see is limited compared to workbenches dedicated to the molds creation. But GSD can help produce surfaces that will be easier to use when the time to create the mold will come



Characteristics of a Molded Part and a Draft Analysis Talk to the students: First we’ll see what are the necessary characteristics of a molded part: - Pulling direction: it is the direction in which the mold will go. - Draft angle: at any point of the surface, it is the angle formed between the plane tangent to the surface and the pulling direction. If this angle is inferior to a certain value, then their will be problems when the mold will go away to free the molded part: the plastic material is going to stick to the mold and the material is going to be deteriorated (due to friction) DRAW on a paper board if necessary or show with the hands... - Parting element: the surface that separates the 2 parts of the mold. This is also important because the pulling direction is inverted when you pass this surface element (for instance: upper part of the mold to +Z and lower part of the mold to –Z) and so the minimum draft angle we talked about just before is also inverted. In GSD: the draft analysis tool gives the possibility to check that at each point of the surface, this minimum draft angle is respected
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: How a Draft Analysis is Computed Talk to the students: In this slide, we see how this draft analysis is done by CATIA: - You take each point of the surface - You do a line that passes by this point and that is parallel to pulling direction - You measure the angle between this line and the plane tangent to the surface at this point And you know in regards to this angle value if you’re in a zone that can be extracted from the mold



Methods to Make the Part Extractable Talk to the students: Explain that GSD allows the creation of surfaces with an history. And so sometimes you can edit the input of the features or the features themselves to solve the problems. Sometimes, you cannot do this (datum surface for instance) and so you need to replace the erroneous area by a moldable surface. Now we’ll see the tools to do this with the next slide



What is a Reflect Line? Talk to the students: In the illustration: the specified angle is 5 degrees: all that is in blue has a draft angle inferior to 5 degrees in regards to the pulling direction. On the right: the reflect line that has been computed with 5 degrees as draft angle in regards to the same pulling direction: it corresponds to the blue limit



Show the students: DEMONSTRATE the calculation of the reflect line and show that a reflect line is often divided in non connex parts and so that you have the possibility to extract the necessary elements Do the manipulation: - Reflect line + extract + connect + smooth + project + split And stress the fact that it requires a lot of work This is far from being automatic you’ll be able to practice it in one of the following exercise with a draft angle = 0 degree to find the parting line
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Use of Draft Sweep to make the Part Extractable Talk to the students: In GSD, we have the possibility to create draft linear surfaces that runs along a curve: the draft sweep useful to create surfaces with respect to a minimum draft angle in regards to a pulling direction. We’ll use this to repair the bad area of the surface we’ve seen before. But to create a sweep, you need a guide curve. You need also to determine the limit of the bad area (the analysis gives a visualization of this limit but does not concretely create it). So now we’ll see what is a reflect line. And after, we’ll see how to combine both reflect line and draft sweep.



Exercises Overview 5A End, 5B and 5C Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 5A: heal and draft management in the same part 5B: simple draft analysis 5C: find the reflect line of a part and split it in 2



Case Study: Surface Check Tools Talk to the students: Present the recap exercise. The same manipulations as before are done except that now, you have less instructions They have 30 minutes to do this.



Exercise 5A-End: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercise 5B: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 5C: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Case Study: Surface Check Tools Recap Talk to the students: Recap what has been seen in the lesson
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes:



Lesson 6: Work in Multi-Model Environment with Surface Lesson 6: Work in Multi-Model Environment with Surface Talk to the students: Objectives of the lesson: - Show why publication is important when you work with wireframe and surface - Recall the publication mechanism - Show how to use published geometry in a target part



Case Study: Multi-Model Environment with Surface Talk to the students: The objectives of this case study you will practice at the end of the lesson will enable you to manipulate the tools seen in the lesson.



Design Intent Talk to the students: Discuss the Design Intent of the case study. Tell the students to perform the case study, you will learn some concepts and tools and use them to perform the case study and other exercises



Stages in the Process Talk to the students: To be able to perform the case study successfully we will learn some tools of Generative shape design workbench



Step 1 : Surface and Wireframe Publication Talk to the students: In this step, we’ll see why it is important to publish wireframe and surfaces. We’ll also recall the method to publish an element in the GSD workbench
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Why Publish Geometry? Talk to the students: A. give it a name that can be easily recognized (particularly in the case of publishing edges, faces, etc.). B. To make particular geometry easier to access from the specification tree C. An option is available that lets you only select as external reference only the published elements. D. Published elements that have same name in the source part and the child part are automatically reconnected, as you would have to reconnect them all one by one if they are not published.



Show the students: Show the label of the inputs Show the access to geometry (show that you can give access only to selected data and not to others) Show restricted access only to published elements in MML environment (show option)



When to Publish Wireframes and Surfaces? Talk to the students: In a Concurrent engineering context: - Use style input data bound to be versioned (style iteration) - Style input mainly composed of wires and surfaces Wires and surfaces publication important in a concurrent engineering context Now we’ll see the mechanisms to do this (use publication of elements in mml context)



Geometry Publication Talk to the students: To publish geometry, you have to be in the context of the part: the active workbench have to be the GSD workbench. The naming of the publication is very important: give the publications relevant names that clearly express the function of the geometry. The objective is to work in a concurrent mode: giving clear name will ease the readability of the model. In a company, you may have to respect the naming conventions



Step 2: Use Published Surface in Product Context Talk to the students: In this step we’ll see how to use surfaces and wireframe published in a reference part to build the design
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Use Published Elements in Multi-Model Link Talk to the students: To use elements published in a reference part, their are 2 solutions: 1- Directly select the publish element to reuse when you need it 2- Copy and paste the needed geometry into the target part In both cases, CATIA creates a copy with link of the geometry in the target part, gathered in a geometrical set called “External References”. If you need to provide to a collaborator only the part on which he needs to work, the second solution is the good one: you will provide the part already containing the copy with link of the published elements



Exercises Overview 6A and 6B Talk to the students: Present the exercise Have the students begin the exercise and note the time Assist students as needed with the exercise 6A: Do a copy paste of an element that comes from another part to create geometry based on it. See the impact of the changes in the base geometry. Practice also a little hybrid modeling by splitting a solid with a surface 6B: also use of elements from another part but this time in the context of an assembly. In this exercise, the geometries are published and they are replaced



Case Study: Multi Model Environment with Surfaces Talk to the students: Present the recap exercise. The same manipulations as before are done except that now, you have less instructions and the organization that you give to the part will depend on your study of the data. They have 30 minutes to do this.
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CATIA V5 Surfaces Your Notes: Exercise 6A: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Exercise 6B: Recap Talk to the students: Review the Exercise Recap slides after the students have attempted the exercises. Try to encourage group discussion on the exercises they have just completed. Discuss the different tools used.



Ask the students: Ask if there are any questions about this exercise, any difficulties?



Case Study: Multi Model Environment with Surfaces Recap Talk to the students: Recap what has been seen in the lesson
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